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Process Cooling Water Bullet Points (cost estimate Vancouver) - Emil
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Water Plant for Shaft 7 (which serves a defined load of 128 Main Linac RF water
cooled components) was developed and costed (based on the preliminary heat
load spreadsheet from Shigeki). The cost (and power usage) for all other water
plants were scaled based on Shaft 7 using the % thermal load as scaling multiplier.
The total thermal load gathered before Vancouver was 296MW, which included a
number of placeholders and wag from area system leaders and contact. This was
used as cost multiplier therefore was one of the cost driver. (Since Vancouver, the
total is reduced however it is still changing as other information are very slowly
coming in. The information are in constant update)
Water Cooling System includes two general system.- Process Water/LCW and
Chilled water. It did not include water tower for any cryogenic system.
The Process water system comprised of three loops. The first is a glycol loop
from surface cooling tower to the cavern heat exchanger at 85F supply
temperature. The second is a process water loop from the cavern heat exchanger
at 90F supply to the LCW skid in the service tunnel. The third is the
demineralized/LCW water from the skid at 95F supply to the water cooled RF (or
magnet) components.
The chilled water provides 43F to 48F water to fancoils and the water skid for
racks. The water skid for racks, in turn, regulate and provides the proper
temperature (above dewpoint) to the water cooled RF racks.
The major components for the water plant, included in the estimates, were
Cooling towers, Pumps, Piping in the surface; Heat Exchanger, pumps and piping
in the cavern, and multiple demineralized /LCW water skid along the service
tunnel. The chilled water system has an additional chillers and chiller pump at the
surface, and instead of LCW skid in the tunnel, the chilled water system has water
skid for racks and chilled water fancoils.
All chilled water supply and return piping were considered to be insulated. Only
the return piping from the process/lcw in the tunnel was considered insulated.
Used 1 LCW skid per 1 RF as a starting point (since Vancouver this has been
revised to 1 skid serving 4 RF. Additionally, the cost per skid is being investigated
to include the optimized number based on large quantity order). Each LCW skid
includes one stainless steel centrifugal pump (no standby), one plate heat
exchanger, controls, stainless steel expansion tanks, and miscellaneous fittings
and accessories. (Since Vancouver, multistage stainless steel pump is being
investigated for power usage reduction)
Water skid for RF racks, at 1 serving 4 RF locations, was based on commercially
available package coolant modulating unit used in data center rack application.
Each skid includes multi stage centrifugal pump, brazed plate heat exchanger, 3
way control valve, expansion tank, flow switch and integrated controls. The basis
used was Stulz CMU-330-D-PS.
Carbon steel schedule 40 piping was used for large tower water, chilled water and
process water. Stainless steel 304L schedule 10 was used for stainless steel piping
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from the skid. Cooper L was used for smaller piping in chilled water and
compressed air.
Used 18 deltaT F in chilled water system and 20 deltaT F, for process
water/LCW (40 delta F being considered for process after Vancouver for cost
reduction. To fully undertsand and develop a piping scheme to allow for the 40
delta at RF, a fully- filled information of the RF water heat load spreadsheet
including the pressure drop, allowable and maximum inlet temperature etc has to
be finalized. These are currently blank on Shigeki’s heat load spreadsheet. Keith
Jobe of Slac has volunteered to help fill out this information in April 13 2006 and
Sep 18 2006 )
Used Illinois wet bulb condition for tower selection and 5 deg F approach for heat
exchangers as a starting point.
Supply temperature from LCW skid was 95 F with a tolerance of +/- 1 to 2 F
Chilled water fancoils (which is actually in the air treatment WBS) were used in
Main Linac service tunnels at (2) 5-ton every RF. Other areas were scaled using
this as basis based on their corresponging loads
No Fancoils in Damping Ring tunnel, but there were chilled water fancoils in the
alcoves. Air load from the tunnel to be rejected to ventilation air (This is based on
lower load to air before Vancouver. Since then there are large load increase to
air from cables, which is currently being investigated)
No LCW Skids included on the large BDS Dumps (LCW Skids by others).
One water plant was used to serve (4) 18MW BDS dumps at end of BDS (or near
IP), and the one each water plant to serve the dumps at wyes (Since Vancouver,
this configuration has been changed/reduced to have one plant, combined with
the lcw load, to serve three-18 MW dumps at shaft)
Startup for each equipment/system were included , but not the commissioning.
Budgetary costs from vendors were used for large commercially available
equipment such as Cooling Towers, Pumps, Chillers, LCW skids, Rack skid and
heat exchangers.
Used watercooled chillers in all plants except used aircooled in smaller chiller at
damping ring alcoves
This process cooling wbs did not include any chilled water or aircooled chiller for
ventilation air.
Final connection from the lcw header to the water cooled components were not
included.

Process Mechanical Cost Estimate Components/Scope by WBS
x 1.7.5.2.1 Cooling Towers & Pumping Stations
x Cooling towers, associated valves/fittings, installation, pressure test, blowdown
allowance, make-up water, associated controls, and startup for Process
Water/LCW and Chilled Water system
x

Tower Pumps for Process water and Chiller system located in surface
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Chiller Pumps in the chillers

x
x

1.7.5.2.2 Primary Stations and Piping
Chillers in the surface (Used watercooled chillers except in the DR, using
aircooled)

x

Piping for process water, chilled water in the surface (including insulation for
chilled water)

x

Piping for process water & chilled water in the shaft (including insulation for
chilled water)

x

1.7.5.3.1 Demineralized Skids

x
x

1.7.5.3.2. Chilled Water Stations and Piping
Heat exchangers for chilled water system in the cavern

x

Chilled water pumps in the cavern

x

Piping from the cavern to the tunnel and into end use equipment (Fancoils is not
part of this wbs)

x

1.7.5.3.3 Water Skids for RF watercooled racks

x
x

1.7.5.3.4 Compressed Air
Air compressor system and distribution from Cavern to tunnel for water-related
usage

x
x

1.7.5.3.5 Process Water Distribution
Heat exchangers for process water system in the cavern

x

Process water pumps in the cavern

x

Piping from the cavern to the tunnel and into each skids
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